
Minutes for Chadwick Shores HOA Board Meeting January 8, 2024

Call to Order @ 18:05

Roll Call

Marianne Carter, President
Kristen Downing, Vice President
Allison Duvall, Secretary
Karen Brothers, Treasurer
Matt McCrary, Director-at-Large
Rachel Carter, Communications Director
Chris Manning, Premier Management Company Representative

President’s Report:

1. Street Signs
○ Bill for street sign installation has been paid in full except for $500 which is

being held until Signs by Tomorrow completes straightening of crooked
signs. The HOA board and Chris have provided a list of signs that need to
be straightened. Upon completion the balance will be paid.

○ The Chadwick Shores Drive sign outside of the front gate was not
replaced during the initial installation. The board discussed whether or not
it should be replaced now and determined that since it is in good condition
then it should be left. Will plan to replace once it starts to degrade.

2. Landscaping Contract
○ Rebid through ECC and 2 other companies this year. 1 company decided

not to bid due to the needs of the community. The other bid was too high
for certain aspects of the contract. The board re-signed with ECC and will
rebid again in 3 years. At that time the board will discuss breaking the
contract into multiple pieces to see if securing multiple companies could
provide more savings to the community.

3. Christmas Lights
○ Will be taken down the third week of January. We are going to have Let

There Be Light continue to store the current sets of lights for 2024.
○ Next Steps: Secretary is going to contact other Christmas lights

companies to receive quotes on Christmas lights that would be for both
the same amount of lights that we have currently and additional lights
added to the front entrance and trees right inside the gate.

4. Drainage
○ The board was contacted by a resident about the degradation of the

drainpipe at Fullard and Chadwick Shores Drive.



○ ECC is working on a quote for repairing and since the asphalt will need to
be replaced they will also include repairing the asphalt at 344 CSD as part
of repair. ECC is also working with Premier Management Company to
receive asphalt quotes.

○ Given that there are 6 metal drain pipes left in the community ECC is also
working on quoting identifying whether any of those are also in need of
replacement and providing a quote for repairing if needed.

○ Next Steps: Once quotes are received the board will review and vote.
5. Premier Management Company Maintenance Request Number

○ The maintenance request number posted at the gate is currently set up to
send text messages to the previous president when called.

○ The board discussed how this should be handled moving forward and
whether it makes sense for a member to receive these texts or if they
should just be handled by Premier Management Company and the board
contacted after the fact.

○ Next Steps: The board will investigate either using a Google voice
number that would be linked to all board members cell phones or
providing a script to the Premier Management Company call center to be
read to residents if the gate were inoperable.

6. Open Forum for Residents
○ As a follow up from the Annual meeting the board discussed providing 2

open forums a year for residents to meet with the board, discuss
neighborhood needs/ concerns and upcoming projects.

○ Next Steps: The board is going to offer these open forums in March &
August at the Loft. They will be standalone forums that are not associated
with a board meeting and will be held to a specific amount of time. The
board is also looking into the feasibility of offering a Zoom (or other virtual
meeting platform) option for residents that are unable to attend in person.

7. Insurance
○ The board received a quote of $2,944 for wind and hail insurance for the

community properties. This is not insurance that the community has ever
had but the board is investigating especially given that it would cover the
new street signs (along with the gazebos/ picnic shelters, gate & gate
building and playground equipment).

○ The board would like to receive just a quote for wind and hail for the street
signs.

○ Next Steps: The Treasurer is going to reach out to SFI for a quote on
Wind and Hail for just the street signs. She will also reach out for a quote
on the liability and board insurance that is currently carried. Premier
Management Company will reach out to Nationwide (current insurance



provider) for a quote on wind and hail insurance for only the street signs.
Board will discuss and vote in the February meeting.

8. Handyman
○ The board reached out to ECC to identify a handyman that could be used

by the board for small projects as they come up so the community is not
relying on board members or volunteers to complete these projects.
Wayne Nowell was recommended and is providing the necessary
documentation to Premier Management Company to get set up as a
vendor.

9. Reserve Study
○ The board discussed having a reserve study completed so that they and

the community know how much money we should be aiming for in our
reserves. A reserve study would provide an in depth review of all
community areas and what the cost of replacing them would be. This is a
necessary first step in determining a 5 year strategic plan for the financials
and would help to set the community up for strong financial health. Best
practice is usually to have a reserve study completed every 20 years.
Chadwick Shores has never had a reserve study completed

○ Next Steps: Premier Management Company will contact reserve study
companies to receive quotes so the board can vote on whether this is
something to move forward with and if approved when it should be
completed.

10.2024 Meetings
○ Monthly board meetings will be held the 3rd Thursday of every month at 6

pm
○ Annual Meeting will be held November 14th, 2024 at Sneads Ferry

Presbyterian Church at 6:30pm.
11.CSHOA Board Ways of Working

○ The board was provided with a rough draft of the ways of working to
review.

○ Next Steps: Discuss adjustments and additions and then vote on
implementing.

Vice President’s Report:

1. Missing Arc Plans
○ There are a few new builds that the board and Premier Management

Company have not received the plans for. The Vice President is auditing
and working to identify and request plans.

Secretary’s Report:



1. Street Lights
○ In late December the secretary checked all street lights in the community

to ensure they were working.There were 4 (2 on CSD, 1 on Shore Ct, 1 on
Bayshore) that were reported to Premier Management Company who then
reported to JOEMC to be fixed.

○ All lights were fixed the same week they were reported.
2. Cemetery Fence & Soccer Goal Relocation

○ It was reported that the fence around the cemetery has been damaged by
rogue soccer balls that miss the goal. The president and secretary
investigated and witnessed this occurring.

○ Premier Management Company is working with a fence company to have
the fence repaired while the board requested ECC to move soccer goals.

○ ECC relocated the soccer goals on 1/5 to the opposite side of the field so
that if there were rogue soccer balls they would go into the playground
rather than the fence.

○ The board also wants to remind residents that the cemetery is not
community property and if it is necessary to enter it then it should be
treated respectfully and left in the same state as it was prior to
entering. Please remind children of this as well.

3. Gate
○ Current Status: After having the gate serviced on 12/22 the gate broke

again on 12/24 and a resident was locked outside of the community for
about 20 minutes in the early morning hours before being able to push
one side open. Due to this the gate was locked open until Secure Access
could come to work on it.

○ The Secure Access tech worked on the gate on 1/8 but could not identify
the problem and recommended turning the gate back on and then calling
again when it failed. They said that by cutting power to the gate it was
reset which means that the error could ot be recreated.

○ Given that turning the gate back on could result in a resident getting
locked out of the community again the board has decided to lock the gates
open for the time being.

○ The board has requested quotes for the 4 things that the tech said could
be broken and will review in the next meeting to determine next steps.

○ Gate Study: Coming out of the annual meeting the board has decided to
complete a gate study to determine next steps pertaining to the gate and
its maintenance. The gate study will consist of multiple components:
i. Previous Expenses: The board compiled previous gate expenses

for gate repairs from 2016 - 2023. This equated to around $35K but
is likely underreported given that it does not take into account the
free labor that was completed by previous board members but at
least provides a view into what has been spent to keep the gate
working.



ii. Community Survey: Determine how many residents want the gate
to be locked open and how many would like it to remain active and
working.

iii. Identify known upcoming expenses: Beyond what is currently
broken there are also other upcoming maintenance items that will
need to be addressed in the coming year. The board will compile
these known factors so next steps can be determined. These
include:

1. Upgrading the phone system
2. Resetting the outgoing gate posts: The incoming gate was

reset in 2023 and cost $1,040. The work was completed by
H&S and there were concerns with the quality of work (took
a lot longer than they originally quoted and gates weren’t
level when it was completed).

iv. Projections of upcoming costs: Finally the board will work with
Secure Access to forecast what potential repair costs could be for
the current gate and what replacing the gate would cost the
community. Given the age of the gate and the increase in the size
of the community since installation the board would like to ensure
that if the gate is replaced the new one is able to handle the
amount of traffic that moves through the community each day.

4. Option for Virtual Annual Meeting
○ From the annual meeting the board is investigating the ability to offer a

virtual option for those community members unable to attend in person.
○ Next Steps: Tabled until February.

Treasurer’s Report:

1. Financial Report Review
○ Financial retained income and net earnings for 2023 were reviewed and

discussed. 2023 closed out with income around $224K and a budget of
$184K. This left us very healthy for the year and allowed us to put more
than expected in our reserves even with the unanticipated cost of
replacing the signs.

Director-at-Large

1. No Swimming Signs
○ The insurance company requested “No Swimming Signs” be installed at

the dock. These were installed shortly after requested.
2. Power Theft Gate House



○ In mid-December it was determined that a non-resident was plugging an
extension cord into the outlets at the gate house and using community
power. The board decided to cut power to the outlets, notified the
community and contacted the sheriff to file a report. The board was
informed by OCSO that while we could file a report there was no action
they could take without either catching the person in the act or on video.

○ The board decided to install covers and padlocks to the outlets and adjust
the cameras in an attempt to try to capture footage.

○ Since these changes were made the person has cut the locks off of the
outlets twice and has avoided the camera so footage has not been
captured. The breaker has also been tripped twice by whatever is being
plugged in.

○ Due to this ongoing issue the board has made the decision to cut the
power to these outlets so the person is unable to steal our power moving
forward. The power will remain off moving forward which will only impact
the spot light that shines on the sign that is on the wall outside of the
community. The board is investigating a new light (solar or hard wired) for
this sign.

○ Next Steps: Identify new light for sign at front gate. VP is also waiting on
a call back from OCSO from the new information about the locks being cut
and is going to contact the county to see if there is anything they can do.

3. Dock Refurbishment
○ The community dock is in need of some repairs. There are boards that

need to be replaced and there is a sag at the end (over the water) that
signals a potential issue with one of the pilings.

○ The board discussed companies to request quotes from for the piling
issue and potentially having a volunteer day to replace the boards.

○ Premier Management Company advised that while volunteers would have
to sign a waiver but even with this waiver the board and community could
still be held liable if an accident were to occur with a volunteer. Their
recommendation is to always hire someone for projects that could be
hazardous in any way so that the company hired has their own insurance
and is responsible for any potential accidents.

○ Next Steps: Request quotes for piling and board replacement.
4. Camera System

○ Created documentation on how to work the closed circuit camera system
and stored on the board’s Google Drive. Also provided printed copies for
the board to have since there is no internet at the gate house.

○ In reviewing the cameras it has been determined that there is not enough
light at the gate which is causing some video footage to be unusable.



○ Next Steps: DAL & Secretary are going to work on gathering different
ideas and quotes (including additional street lights, landscape lighting and
solar lighting) to properly light up this front gate area.

Communications Director

1. Pool of Volunteers
○ During and after the annual meeting the board was contacted by 4

community members that want to volunteer in some capacity.
○ The board thanks these neighbors for their willingness to support.
○ These people will be contacted as needs arise.
○ Next Steps: The board is continuing to compile names of residents that

would like to support the community. Please reach out if you would like to
support!

2. Theme of the year: Be part of the solution
○ Coming out of the annual meeting and recent communications with

residents the board will be incorporating this theme into communications
moving forward. As we are all community members and neighbors we
want to ensure that everyone is working together to focus on being
solutions oriented.

3. Where do your dues go?
○ Going to provide information about the Flock camera system (which is

separate from our closed circuit camera system) along with the annual
cost that is associated with it.

Resident Questions

1. RV in Front Yard
○ The board was contacted by a community member about a RV in the front

yard of a home. As long as it is not being lived in, this does not break the
CCRs and is not something that the board can address.

2. Change the sign to something festive
○ The board was contacted by a resident that requested that the electronic

sign be changed. The sign is changed on a 1 to 2 month basis depending
on whether there are events that need to be added or removed. While not
a super hard job it is slightly time consuming due to the age of the
computer and program that is associated with the sign.

3. Association Dues
○ After the board sent a reminder for residents to sign up for e-statements a

resident responded wondering “Why should I reduce your costs when you
keep increasing my fees?”.



○ Association dues (and their increases) are directly correlated to the costs
that the association must incur every year for community expenses and
maintenance. By signing up for e-statements we can save costs and that
savings can impact the amount that dues must increase.

○ The board is constantly looking for ways to either maintain or decrease
community expenses and e-statements was one place that we saw could
be easily enacted by those that were open to enrolling. Given that a lot of
people prefer receiving bills via email rather than in the mail we wanted to
make sure that the entire community knew this was possible for their HOA
statements as well.

4. Kayak Theft
○ The board was contacted by a resident about a kayak that was stolen from

their property. The board has requested more information about the theft
and if necessary can provide footage to OCSO.

5. Homeowners that are not members of the HOA but pay full dues
○ The board was contacted by a homeowner of a non-HOA household that

requested to vote in the annual meeting. These residents were allowed to
vote in previous elections but moving forward will need to become
members of the HOA to vote. This is due to the fact that because they are
not members of the HOA their votes are not valid (by the CCRs).

○ Non-members can easily become members by signing 1 form. Everything
else is then taken care of by Premier Management Company.

Adjourned @ 20:10


